
Chapter 3

Absolute Calibration of X-ray CCDs

Using Synchrotron Radiation

3.1 Introduction

Each of the ten CCDs that comprise the ACIS focal plane had to be precisely cali-

brated for Chandra. We have used the calculable undispersed synchrotron radiation

at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) beamline at BESSY I as the

primary radiometric standard. For logistical reasons it proved impractical to cali-

brate the flight detectors directly at PTB, so we have instead calibrated flight-like

ACIS CCDs there. These absolutely calibrated detectors were then used as transfer

standards in our laboratory at MIT to determine the efficiency of the flight devices.

In this Chapter, I describe the measurement method and the analysis of the raw

data in detail, and present the results of the absolute calibration of ACIS transfer

standard detectors. I also briefly discuss the measurement and modeling errors which

limit the accuracy of the calibration of the reference standards.
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3.2 Measurements

The laboratory of the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) at the BESSY

I electron storage ring provided a broad-band (0.1 − 4 keV) source radiation source

of calculable intensity (Arnold & Ulm 1992). The spectral flux was calculable with

relative uncertainty below 1% from knowledge of the geometry of the detector with

respect to the orbital plane, the electron energy, ring current and magnetic field of

the bending magnets.

Figure 3-1 illustrates the experimental set-up at the PTB laboratory. A standard

MIT vacuum chamber, modified to hold two CCDs simultaneously, was mounted to

the PTB beamline via a ceramic electro-isolator to eliminate electrical interference

between the CCD electronics and the BESSY facility. A gate valve and turbo pump

located between the CCDs and the storage ring allowed the chamber to be connected

and pumped down to the requisite vacuum without compromising the integrity of the

storage ring. The CCDs were operated at the nominal flight temperature of −120◦C.
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Figure 3-1 Sketch of the PTB laboratory, showing the basic geometry of the beamline
and the interface between it and the CCDs.

Even a single electron in the storage ring would produce a flux high enough to

cause significant pileup that would have degraded the calibration accuracy. (Pileup

occurs when more than one photon interacts in a pixel during a single CCD exposure;

see §3.4 for a detailed discussion). Two measures were taken to reduce the flux to

an acceptable level. First, a chopper wheel with 2.00% transmission was inserted

into the beam line to limit the incident flux. Second, the CCD exposure time was
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decreased by reading out only 256 of the 1026 rows in the device. This readout mode

reduced the exposure time by a factor of four. Even with these measures in place, it

was necessary to operate the storage ring at very low current. Typical ring currents

ranged from 10 to 30 electrons, although measurements with as few as 2 electrons

and as many as 50 electrons were performed to calibrate pileup effects.

The process of reading out 256 rows of the CCD limited the amount of the detector

that could be calibrated during one measurement. To ensure that all the incident

photons would fall on an active area of the detector (a necessary requirement for the

determination of absolute quantum efficiency) a five mm high aperture was placed in

the beam line and carefully centered on the electron orbital plane. The five mm slit

produced an illumination pattern 216 pixels tall1, with the CCD columns nominally

aligned perpendicular to the orbital plane. The detector chamber was mounted to a

two dimensional translation stage fitted to the end of the PTB beamline. To calibrate

an entire detector, the chamber was moved an appropriate distance in the y direction,

a 256-row swath of the CCD was read out, and the image was visually inspected to

check that all the photons hit the active area. This procedure was repeated four or

five times to calibrate the entire chip. The chamber was then moved in the horizontal

direction to illuminate a second CCD inside the chamber. By placing two chips inside

the chamber, the overhead associated with thermally cycling the CCD, venting the

chamber, switching CCDs, re-evacuating the chamber and finally cooling the CCDs

was reduced. This configuration allowed calibration of as many as four chips in a

single 48-hour period.

At least once during each user shift accurate measurements of the bending mag-

netic field were made, using methods described by Arnold & Ulm (1992) and references

therein. To continuously monitor the electron beam current, four Si photodiodes were

placed in the direct synchrotron radiation in the PTB beamline as near as possible

1Although the 5 mm slit corresponds to 208 CCD rows, the inherent divergence and width of

the synchrotron emission pattern, coupled with the ∼1 m separation between the aperture and the

CCD, widens the pattern to 216 pixels.
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to the storage ring. The photodiodes were cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature to

reduce dark current noise. The photo-current decreased in obvious steps with the

occasional loss of one of the stored electrons, thus allowing the number of the stored

electrons to be determined without uncertainty.

Given these parameters, the synchrotron radiation from the storage ring can be

derived by Schwinger’s equation (Schwinger 1949; Riehle & Wende 1986):

I(λ)SR = ISR,‖(λ) + ISR,⊥(λ) =

2eρ2I

3ε0λ4γ4cosψ

{
[1 + (γψ)2]2K2

2
3
(ξ) + [1 + (γψ)2]2(γψ)2K2

1
3
(ξ)

}
(3.1)

with

γ =
W

m0c2
, ξ =

2π

3γ3λ
[1 + (γψ)2]

2
3 , ρ =

W

ecB
.

W , e, and m0 are the energy, charge and rest mass of the electrons, I is the current

of the electrons in the storage ring, B is the magnetic induction of the bending

magnet at the tangent point of the electron beam to the observation point, and

ψ is the opening angle between the orbital plane and the observation point. Kx

is the modified Bessel function, order x of the the second kind, and c and ε0 are

fundamental constants. Thus, the spectral photon flux can be expressed in terms of

eight measurable quantities:

ΦE = ΦE(E;W,B, I, ψ,Σy, d
SR, a, b) (3.2)

where Σy characterizes the vertical size and divergence of the electron beam at the

source point of the radiation, dSR is the distance from the beam to the observation

point, and a and b are the height and width of the limiting aperture. The other

quantities are the same as above. Typical values are as follows: W = 797.6 MeV,

B = 1.494 T, I = 10 − 30 electrons, ψ = 10−3 arc seconds, σY = ±2.5 mm, dSR =

16.14 m, a = 40 mm, and b = 5.0 mm.

Horizontal variation of ΦE is less than 10−3 over the width of the CCD (Riehle
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& Wende 1986). Due to its dependence on the opening angle ψ, ΦE varies strongly

as the observation point moves out of the orbital plane of the electrons. Figure 3.2

shows how the synchrotron spectrum softens as the height above the orbital plane

increases. The calculated ΦE is for one electron in the storage ring with no chopper

wheel. For typical integration times and ring currents, the detected flux above 4 keV

was negligible.

Similar measurements were also performed using the PTB Wavelength Shifter

(WLS) beamline. Additional magnets are introduced into the normal storage ring

configuration, thus boosting the energy of the electrons and shifting the energy of the

synchrotron radiation. Figure 3.2 also shows how the WLS spectrum changes as a

function of height above the orbital plane. Although the spectrum extends beyond

20 keV, the decrease in CCD quantum efficiency at high energies limits the detection

of photons to below 14 keV. The WLS experiments will be discussed in greater detail

in §3.5.4.

Figure 3-2 PTB White Light BESSY spectra as a function of height above the orbital
plane, for both the normal bending magnets (0.3− 4 keV) and the wavelength shifter
(0.3− 15 keV).
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A total of eleven devices were characterized during six separate 48 hour shifts.2

Table 3-1 lists the name of the chip, the date and number of measurements made,

and additional experimental information (e.g., type of readout electronics).

Table 3-1: Summary of synchrotron measurements made at PTB beamlines at
BESSY.

Data Storage Ring Chip
Chip Type Date Sets Current (electrons) Positions Electronics

w34c3 FI Mar 95 7 10− 5 4 LBOX 3
. . . FI Apr 95 17 49− 10 4 LBOX 3
. . . FI May 95 6 20− 12 5 LBOX 6
. . . FI Aug 95 3 20− 19 1 LBOX 3

w103c1 FI Mar 95 7 11 − 5 4 LBOX 3
w102c3 FI May 95 6 16 − 10 5 LBOX 6
w103c2 FI May 95 5 17 − 12 5 LBOX 6
w103c4 FI May 95 6 20 − 10 5 LBOX 6
. . . FI Aug 95 5 19− 18 5 LBOX 3

w147c3 BI Aug 95 15 19 − 2 5 LBOX 3
w148c4 BI Aug 95 6 4 5 LBOX 3
w190c1 FI Jun 96 5 35− 32 5 DEA 14
. . . FI Jun 96 5 15 5 LBOX 3
. . . FI Dec 96† 6 10− 4 5 DEA 17

w190c3 FI Jun 96 5 35− 30 5 DEA 14
. . . FI Jun 96 5 15− 12 5 LBOX 3

w168c2 FI Dec 96† 5 10− 7 5 DEA 17
w203c2 FI Dec 96† 19 13− 4 5 DEA 17
† Wavelength shifter measurements

Typical measurements consisted of acquiring 2000 frames, with frame integration

(or readout) times in the range 0.83− 1.53 s, depending on which readout electronics

(i.e. LBOX or DEA) were used. While storage ring currents varied from a minimum

of 2 to a maximum of 49 electrons, the ring current was normally adjusted to either

15 or 30 electrons (again, dependent on the readout electronics) in order to ensure a

2The last measurement was done on the Wavelength Shifter beamline.
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flux of ∼350 counts frame−1 quadrant−1 for a total of 3× 106 counts in the 0.3− 4.0

keV band over the illuminated part of the CCD.

Our approach to absolute CCD calibration follows that used, for example, by

Scholze and Ulm (1994) to calibrate a windowless Si(Li) detector. One assumes that

the detector’s spectral redistribution function is known, and that one knows the form

of the detection efficiency as a function of energy. The parameters of the model detec-

tion efficiency are then determined from the data using a forward folding approach.

That is, the known incident flux density is multiplied by a trial efficiency function

and the result is convolved with the redistribution function and compared with the

observed pulseheight distribution. Model parameters are adjusted until a satisfactory

match between predicted and observed pulseheight distributions is obtained. The

first step of this process is to reduce the raw data.

3.3 Analysis

3.3.1 Storage Ring Current

Absolute calibration requires knowing the incident radiation I(λ)SR, which is directly

proportional to the storage ring current I (see Equation 3.1). As a result, we must

know the number of electrons in the ring for any data. Theoretically, this is trivial,

as the Si(Li) diodes monitoring the storage ring provide this information. In practice,

though, the uncontrolled loss of electrons requires filtering the raw data to produce

smaller sets taken with constant storage ring current.

In general, there is no a priori way to determine when an electron may be lost from

the storage ring. While the probability does increase with the number of electrons

in the ring (in the high current limit, I drops exponentially) and the quality of the

vacuum (typically lower than 10−9 T), for the low-electron operating range of our

measurements, losses are purely stochastic. Roughly one half of our total data sets

required such additional processing.

Figure 3-3 plots the beam current measured by the cooled Si(Li) diodes as a
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function of time for w190c3 in June, 1996. Drops in current (i.e. loss of one or more

electrons) are clearly visible and the sampling time of the diodes is sufficiently high

that, in theory, the loss of an electron should be able to be localized within one or

two CCD frames (1 − 2 s). However, as the MIT acquisitions computers operate

independently of the PTB network, synchronization between the CCD and Si(Li)

diode is only reliable to within a minute. Although a seemingly small amount of time,

as many as ∼70 frames are taken during this span. An uncertainty in the number

of electrons for this much of the data translates to an overall uncertainty as large

as 3.5%, unacceptably high for precision calibration. Figure 3-3 also shows another

problem with relying solely on the diode data. During the first CCD measurement,

the current appears to drop from 35 to 0 electrons. In reality, the diode simply

warmed up, giving a false reading.

Figure 3-3 The storage ring current, as monitored by Si(Li) diodes, as a function of
time for chip w190c3 in June, 1996. The times we made a CCD measurement are
marked by the heavy lines. The rapid drop at hour 6.7 is not real, but due to a
problem with the Si(Li) diodes. An electron was lost during the second, third, and
fourth measurements, while no electrons were lost during the last measurement.
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Because of these difficulties, I took an empirical approach for analyzing the white

light data and computing the beam current. First, I reduced each data set in its

entirity, using event thresholds appropriate for the readout electronics. Valid grade

02346 events were then extracted from each frame, and the light curve (events per

frame) of each quadrant were summed together to increase the signal to noise. These

summed light curves were then visually inspected for a decrement in the overall

counting rate. Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show summed lightcurves for data taken in June,

1996 with chip w190c3 using the DEA and LBOX electronics, respectively. If the

storage ring current dropped, as shown in Figure 3-4, the data was divided into two

discrete sets, one with the higher electron current m+1, the other with the lower

electron current m. To make sure the ring current was constant throughout each

set, I estimated the frame at which the loss occurred (Floss) and then discarded 100

frames before and after Floss when making the subsequent data sets with m+1 or m

electrons.

3.3.2 Effects of the Chopper Wheel

An important step in the BESSY calibration is the determination of the absolute

normalization. This calculation requires quantifying several parameters, including

the total exposure time. Given that we have a discrete number of frames (usually

2000), if we know the integration time per frame, the total exposure time is simply the

product of these quantities. For uninterrupted X-ray sources, the readout time should

simply be that value loaded into the sequencer commands of the readout electronics.

For the white light data, however, the situation is complicated by the presence of the

attenuating chopper wheel.

As stated earlier, a chopper wheel with rotation frequency 6.75 Hz and 2% trans-

mission was placed in the beam-path to prevent significant pileup. The chopper wheel

is asynchronous with respect to the clocking of the CCDs, and as the readout times

for both LBOX (1.526 s) and DEA (0.837 − 0.882 s) electronics are not fundamen-

tals of the chopper wheel frequency, the number of times the CCD sees the beam
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Figure 3-4 Light curve of grade 02346 events from w190c3, June 1996. Data points
are shown with error bars. The shift in the counting rate at frame ∼1350 was caused
by the loss of a single electron (33 to 32 electrons) in the storage ring. The bimodal
distribution is due to the chopper wheel. The data is divided into two sets (frames
1− 1200 and frames 1400 − 2000) and the mean of both distributions from each set
is plotted as a solid line. See §3.3.2 for a discussion of the chopper wheel.

(hereafter flashes) oscillates between two consecutive integer values during the mea-

surements. Figure 3-6 are the lightcurves for the LBOX (top) and DEA (bottom)

electronics/sequencer configurations used for the PTB/BESSY experiments in June,

1996. The lightcurve data represents events summed from all four quadrants of a

particular chip. The five panels of each plot correspond to a different y position (e.g.,

y001) on each chip.

While the LBOX data hints at some periodic trend in the data, the DEA lightcurves

clearly shows the bimodal nature of the data. In principle, if the chopper frequency

and the CCD readout times are stable, one should be able to model the beating be-

tween the chopper and the readout rate to determine how many flashes were seen in

each frame, and from this information, calculate the readout time. In practice, how-
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Figure 3-5 Light curve of grade 02346 events from w190c3, June 1996. Data points
are shown with error bars. The bimodal distribution is due to the chopper wheel.
The mean of each distribution is plotted as a solid line. The storage ring current was
constant at 20 electrons during this measurement.

ever, this task is very complicated. In fact, of the seven different electronics/sequencer

combinations3, only the y001 data taken with the DEA in June 96 is close enough to

resonance (refer to Figure 3-6 [bottom]) to easily understand the beat phenomena.

Attempts to fit a time-dependent model proved impossible, given the random drift in

CCD data acquisition and data loss (e.g., if the load on the computer is sufficiently

large, the DSP may not have time to transfer a data frame). Instead, I developed

an empirical method using only the lightcurve data and the known chopper wheel

frequency. The technique relies on the fact the any given frame will see either N or

3All the LBOX data taken used readout times of 1.526 s. The December 1996 DEA data had a

readout time of .8370 s. The June 1996 DEA data had a different readout time for each y position.
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Figure 3-6 Summed light curves as a function of chip y position for w190c1, taken in
June, 1996 for LBOX electronics (top) and DEA electronics (bottom). The panels of
each plot move from position y001 to y769, top to bottom. The LBOX data is con-
sistently random, while the DEA data is clearly quasi-periodic, with the periodicity
strongly varying on y position.
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N+1 integer number of flashes, as described by:

N <
readout time

1/chopper frequency
< N + 1. (3.3)

For the LBOX data (readout time 1.526 s), a frame will see either 10 or 11 flashes,

while for the DEA data (readout times 0.837 − .892 s), a frame will see either 5 or

6 flashes. A priori, we would expect a histogram of the total events per frame to be

some combination of two Poisson distributions. A typical data set has 2000 frames,

so these Poisson distributions should be well-modeled by Gaussians. The integral of

each Gaussian function represents the number of frames that saw N or N+1 flashes.

If AN and AN+1 are integrals of each Gaussian and f is the chopper frequency, the

frame time is:

FT =
1

f

(
(N AN) + [(N + 1) AN+1]

AN +AN+1

)
. (3.4)

Figure 3-7 shows the histograms of the number of frames as a function of event

rate/frame for the LBOX and DEA electronics/sequencer configurations. The solid

line is the two Gaussian model fit to the data. The qualitative difference between

the LBOX and DEA data is due to the percentage difference between seeing N or

N+1 flashes. For the DEA data, seeing 6 rather than 5 flashes results in an relative

flux increase of 20%. For the LBOX data, seeing 11 rather than 10 flashes only

results in a relative increase of 10%. Thus in the case of the LBOX data, the two

Gaussians overlap. The residuals show that models agree quite well with the data,

with a systematic under estimation of the data between the two distributions. This

discrepancy can be understood by referring back the y001 lightcurve for the June 96

DEA data (Figure 3-6 [bottom, top panel). The transition between 6 and 5 flashes

and 5 back to 6 (frames 100 − 110 and 125 − 135) are smooth, not sudden. During

these transitions, the CCD sees five flashes during the normal readout time and sees

a sixth during the frame-store transfer.

As the two Gaussian models fit the data well, the last step is to fit models to a

number of data sets and calculate readout times for the various electronics/sequencer
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Figure 3-7 Histograms of the number of frames that have a given (event frame−1) value
for data from chip w190c1 taken in June, 1996. Best-fit Gaussians to the bimodal
distributions are overplotted. The bottom panels are the data–model residuals. Since
the LBOX (top) readtimes are much longer than those of the DEA (bottom), the
fractional difference in the total number of flashes for LBOX data is smaller, resulting
in significant overlap in the LBOX distributions.
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combinations. As (AN + AN+1) must equal the number of data frames collected M ,

Equation 3.4 reduces to

FT =
1

f

(
N + 1−

AN

M

)
. (3.5)

Tables 3-2 and 3-3 contain data for the LBOX and DEA configurations from sev-

eral different user shifts. Each table contains the chip name, date of experiment, y

position, calculated and programmed (i.e. sequencer-based) readout time, and the

tabulated and actual number of frames. The error on the readout time only depends

on the error on AN , the area under the best-fit Gaussian. As the area is proportional

to the product of the centroid and width of the Gaussian, and the errors associated

with each are highly correlated in a complicated fashion, I estimate the error on AN

assuming Poisson statistics in the limit of large numbers, i.e σAN =
√
AN . Hence, the

error on FT is

σFT =
1

f

(
AN

M

)
. (3.6)

There are a number of consistency checks that can be done on these data. Does

the sum of AN and AN+1 equal the number of frames in a run? Do data from different

chips or different days agree with each other? Is the empirical readout time less than

or equal to the nominal readout times? Except for one or two runs, the total number of

frames is equal to the number of actual frames in a run. For a given configuration, the

empirical times seem to agree, independent of chip or date of measurement. Table 3-4

has the weighted average readout times for both the model and the data from the

sequencer code. The readout time derived for the LBOX is slightly higher in value

than the sequencer time, but well within statistical agreement.

After properly separating the raw frames into individual sets with constant cur-

rents I , we extract X-ray events from the raw data, saving the location, pulse-height

value, and frame number of each event in an event list. Finally, the event list is

filtered by event shape (“grade”) as it would be by the ACIS on-board processors.

ASCA event grades 02346 (essentially 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-pixel events) are accepted for

this analysis. A pulse height spectrum of the filtered events is then generated.
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Table 3-2: LBOX data from user shifts in April 1995 & June 1996.

Run Information Readout Time Number of Frames
Chip Date Y Pos Empirical Programmed Empirical Actual

w34c3 Apr 95 y001 1.521± 0.005 1.525 706± 26.7 699
w34c3 Apr 95 y001 1.530± 0.005 1.526 710± 26.6 711
w34c3 Apr 95 y256 1.504± 0.003 1.526 1777± 42.2 1776
w34c3 Apr 95 y512 1.518± 0.003 1.527 1975± 44.6 1964
w34c3 Apr 95 y768 1.523± 0.003 1.525 1974± 44.4 1978
w34c3 Apr 95 y768 1.508± 0.003 1.526 1981± 44.5 1982
w34c3 Apr 95 y512 1.575± 0.002 1.526 1951± 43.9 1974
w34c3 Apr 95 y256 1.494± 0.003 1.526 1945± 44.0 1958
w34c3 Apr 95 y001 1.613± 0.001 1.526 1981± 44.5 1983
w34c3 Apr 95 y001 1.563± 0.004 1.526 511± 22.9 498
w190c1 Jun 96 y001 1.522± 0.003 1.525 1982± 44.5 1980
w190c1 Jun 96 y209 1.525± 0.003 1.526 1972± 44.5 1965
w190c1 Jun 96 y417 1.520± 0.003 1.526 1958± 44.2 1959
w190c1 Jun 96 y625 1.530± 0.003 1.526 1996± 44.8 1985
w190c1 Jun 96 y768 1.525± 0.003 1.525 1951± 44.1 1954
w190c3 Jun 96 y768 1.527± 0.003 1.526 1969± 44.4 1964
w190c3 Jun 96 y625 1.525± 0.003 1.526 1958± 44.2 1962
w190c3 Jun 96 y417 1.528± 0.003 1.524 1956± 44.2 1956
w190c3 Jun 96 y209 1.525± 0.003 1.526 1985± 44.6 1979
w190c3 Jun 96 y001 1.517± 0.004 1.525 1299± 36.1 1294

Table 3-3: DEA data from the user shifts in June 1996.

Run Information Readout Time Number of Frames
Chip Date Y Pos Empirical Programmed Empirical Actual

w190c1 Jun 96 y001 0.861± 0.001 0.882 1927± 43.3 1982
w190c3 Jun 96 y001 0.863± 0.002 0.883 1672± 40.2 1731
w190c1 Jun 96 y209 0.848± 0.002 0.874 1959± 44.0 1982
w190c3 Jun 96 y209 0.848± 0.003 0.871 699± 25.9 730
w190c3 Jun 96 y209 0.846± 0.002 0.870 1222± 34.7 1240
w190c1 Jun 96 y417 0.834± 0.002 0.859 1978± 44.2 2000
w190c3 Jun 96 y417 0.837± 0.004 0.858 644± 25.2 651
w190c3 Jun 96 y417 0.835± 0.003 0.857 1287± 35.7 1300
w190c1 Jun 96 y625 0.821± 0.002 0.845 1976± 44.2 2000
w190c3 Jun 96 y625 0.821± 0.004 0.848 529± 22.7 541
w190c3 Jun 96 y625 0.822± 0.003 0.846 1369± 36.6 1400
w190c1 Jun 96 y769 0.813± 0.002 0.839 1959± 43.8 2000
w190c3 Jun 96 y769 0.813± 0.003 0.839 1955± 43.7 2000
w190c3 Jun 96 y769 0.812± 0.002 0.838 2006± 44.9 2000
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Table 3-4: Derived readout times for various electronic configurations compared to
those from the sequencer electronics.

Times
Electronics Y Pos Empirical Programmed/Sequencer
LBOX all 1.528± 0.002 1.526± 0.001
DEA y001 0.8618± 0.003 0.8823± 0.003
DEA y209 0.8473± 0.003 0.8721± 0.003
DEA y417 0.8342± 0.003 0.8579± 0.003
DEA y625 0.8215± 0.003 0.8455± 0.003
DEA y769 0.8126± 0.003 0.8385± 0.003

3.4 Pileup

3.4.1 A Brief Description

Pile-up modifies the apparent energy and grade of detected X-ray events. The mecha-

nism modifying the apparent energy is the obvious one: if two photons interact within

the same pixel during a single exposure, the resulting charge cloud may be ascribed

erroneously to a single event of incorrect energy. The event shape modification can

occur if two photons land in adjacent pixels, and in this case the incident photons

might not be detected at all. This can happen if such piled-up events are mistaken

for particle background events and are thus rejected by the event selection algorithm.

Figure 3-8 illustrates both pileup scenarios.

3.4.2 Pileup Correction

If the storage ring current is sufficiently high, pileup may affect both the shape and

normalization of the pulse-height spectrum. As the number of electrons in the ring

increases, the overall number of detected photons decreases and the number of events

with incorrect energy assignment increases. Figure 3-9 shows spectra, normalized to

total integration time and beam current, spanning a wide range of currents (14 −
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Figure 3-8 Possible outcomes from pileup. Two photons, with energies E1 and E2

and E1 > E2, interact within the pixel. In the first case, their interaction sites are
far enough apart for each event to be recognized separately. In the second case, they
neighbor one another and are classied as a single event with energy E1 + E2 by the
detection algorithm. Here, pileup results in the loss of one X-ray and assigns an
incorrect energy to the second X-ray. In the third case, the events also neighbor one
another, but due to the location of the charge within the 3× 3 identification region
(the shaded region), the detection algorithm rejects this an invalid event. Here, pileup
results in the loss of both X-rays.

49 electrons). The change in spectrum as a function of current must obviously be

accounted for to ensure an accurate absolute calibration. We have used a model

that relies on extensive laboratory data and first principles to correct the effects of

pile-up. The details of this method are explained in detail elsewhere (Jones 2000).

Here we summarize this technique and its application to the analysis of our absolute

calibration.

The probability of such redistributions was determined as a function of energy

(Jones 2000) from pseudo-monochromatic measurements at twelve energies spanning

1.4− 10 keV, each containing a series of measurements over a wide range of incident

fluxes, from a low flux limit with no pileup to a high flux limit with significant

pileup. This information was then interpolated and folded into a model that allows

the correction of polychromatic or continuous spectra.

Figure 3-10 shows a pulse-height spectrum with a beam current of 19 electrons.
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Figure 3-9 White Light spectra taken with ring currents of 14, 30, and 49 electrons
with device w34c3 in April, 1995. Data for all three spectra come from the same
quadrant and y position. The spectra have been normalized for total integration
time and current, and then arbitrarily scaled so that the highest channel is equal to
unity. The loss of X-rays at lower energies and the migration of some of these event
to higher energies clearly increases with the number of electron.

The spectrally integrated flux (from 0.3− 4 keV) for a typical exposure was approx-

imately 60 events s−1 cm−2 per electron of beam current. At a typical fluence (for

19 electron beam current and a 1.526 s exposure time) of 5×10−3 events pixel−1

frametime−1, approximately 3% of all events were lost to pileup.

Spectrally, the effects of pile-up appear as a deficiency of low-energy events and

an excess high-energy flux. As a check on the pileup model, we have compared

the pileup-corrected spectrum with a channel-by-channel linear extrapolation of the

observed pulseheight spectrum to zero storage ring current; as is shown in Figure 3-10,

the agreement is excellent.
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Figure 3-10 PTB White Light BESSY spectra. The graph compares the raw, “uncor-
rected” piled-up spectrum, to two methods of pileup correction: “corrected”, using a
first principles approach with laboratory data, and “extrapolated”, using a channel-
by-channel interpolation to the zero storage ring current limit, and hence no pileup
limit. The agreement between the two correction methods is very good.

3.5 Model Fitting

3.5.1 Detector Model

Here, I describe the detector model used to analyze the synchrotron radiation data.

The model contains a number of simplifying assumptions. The influence of these

assumptions on the accuracy of our results is briefly discussed in §3.6.4.

It is convenient to describe the detector model in two parts. The detection ef-

ficiency model predicts the probability that an incident photon will interact in the

device in such a way as to produce a valid, detectable event. The redistribution

model predicts the pulse-height distribution of valid events obtained in response to

a monochromatic incident beam. Here “valid” events are those which meet certain
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criteria designed to reduce detector background by discriminating between particle-

induced and photon-induced events. For these measurements we use event selection

criteria similar to those used in the ACIS flight instrument.

The detection efficiency model is the so-called “slab and stop model” (Gendreau

1995) in which the complex CCD deadlayer structure (Burke et al. 1997) is greatly

simplified. A sketch of one cross-section through the gate structure of these 3-phase

CCDs is shown in Figure 3-11. Our model greatly simplifies this structure. In partic-

ular, the deadlayer over each pixel is assumed to consist of two regions: an electrode

region and a channel-stop region. Within each region the deadlayer is taken to be

a sandwich of layers, each homogeneous in planes parallel to the detector. Thus the

electrode region of the deadlayer is modeled as a sandwich of Si, SiO2, and Si3N4,

while the channel stop region consists of deadlayers of Si and SiO2 of finite width.

Two additional model parameters are the width of the pixel and the depletion depth.

Even in this simplified model, the parameters cannot be uniquely determined by

the undispersed synchrotron radiation data alone. Instead, we rely on independently

determined values from other experiments. In particular, Prigozhin et al. (1998) have

measured the depletion depth at higher energies; we fix the depletion depth at the

measured value in these fits. We note that the depletion depth is large enough that

it does not strongly affect the response in the 0.3−4 keV spectral band. The channel

stop parameters have also been measured, using the mesh technique, as described in

Chapter 4. Table 3-5 summarizes the model parameters.

3.5.2 Fitting Results

The predicted synchrotron spectrum (with free normalization) and the CCD efficiency

model are fit to the pileup-corrected pulseheight spectrum using the XSPEC (Arnaud

1996) spectral fitting package. The CCD model parameters and normalization are

varied to minimize the chi-squared associated with the fit. Parameters are allowed to

vary or are fixed in the fits according to Table 3-5. Only data in the spectral range
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Table 3-5: CCD detection efficiency model parameters

Parameter Description Status in Model Fits
Si gate thickness varied
SiO2 gate thickness varied
Si3N4 gate thickness varied

Depletion depth fixed; determined by branching ratio method †

Channel stop width fixed; determined by SEM measurements ‡

SiO2 stop thickness fixed; determined by SEM measurements ‡

Si p+ thickness fixed; determined by mesh experiments ‡

Pixel width fixed at 24 µm design value
†: see Prigozhin et al. (1998)
‡: see Chapter 4

0.3− 4 keV are considered in these fits.

Figures 3-12, 3-13, and 3-14 show the best fit models with the data for individual

quadrants of detectors w103c4, w190c1, and w190c3. Table 3-6 shows the best-fit pa-

rameters, the RMS error, and the normalization accuracy for each reference detector

as well as listing the values of parameters held constant in the fitting process.

The model fits for all three CCDs are reasonably good, although devices w190c1

and w190c3 have lower RMS and χ2
ν values than w103c4. The most prominent sys-

tematic trend in the residuals (the ratio of data to model) is a feature around 1.8 keV.

An underestimation of the Si Kα fluorescence could help contribute to the narrow

feature, as analysis of the response function model suggests that it underestimates

the fluorescence line strength. Another potential source of error is the use of the

Henke optical constants (Henke, Gullikson, & Davis 1993) in the current detector

model. EXAFS measurements (Prigozhin et al. 1998a) show large deviations from

the tabulated Henke values around both the O Kα and Si Kα absorption edges.

In the analysis reported here, we integrate events within a 5 mm× 6 mm region

of the detector. The predicted synchrotron flux is integrated over the corresponding

angle. Thus, we integrate the spectrum within ±2.5 mm of the orbital plane of the
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Figure 3-11 Cross section of the gate structure of the ACIS CCD along the transfer
channel. Left: Representation of the actual structure that includes overlaps and
different thicknesses for each gate. Right: Simplified structure used in the Slab and
Stop model of Gendreau (1995).

storage ring. In our fits for detection efficiency model parameters we allow a single,

energy-independent scale factor (or normalization) to modify the calculated incident

flux density. The normalization scales as the product of the total integration time

t, area illuminated A, and beam current I . In practice, the normalization norm is

calculated by

norm = IAt = IA(Nframe FT fchop), (3.7)

where Nframe is the number of frames, FT is the frame time and fchop the frequency of

the chopper wheel previously discussed in §3.3.2. For most measurements (i.e. 2000

frames and 15−30 electrons) and a 208 pixel×254 pixel region, typical values for norm

range between 100 and 300. This normalization parameter allows for events which

penetrate the gate structure but are rejected as background events. The fraction of

such events (which we may call the background branching ratio) is known to be 1%

or lower in the zero-pileup limit, and essentially independent of energy in the 0.3− 4

keV band. Therefore the ratio of the best fit value of the flux normalization to that

calculated from Equation 3.7 is expected to greater than 0.99 but less than one. These

are the numbers reported in Table 3-6.

For devices w190c1 and w190c3, the best-fit flux normalizations are within 1% of

unity, while for w103c4 the normalization is 0.95. The reason for this discrepancy is
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Figure 3-12 Observed pulse-height distribution and best-fit model from undispersed
synchrotron radiation measurements for device w103c4, quadrant B. The data are
an accumulation of 975 exposures, each with integration time 1.526 s, taken with a
storage ring current of 10 electrons.
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Figure 3-13 Observed pulse-height distribution and best-fit model from undispersed
synchrotron radiation measurements for device w190c1, quadrant A. The data are
an accumulation of 1483 exposures, each with integration time 0.847 s, taken with a
storage ring current of 33 electrons.
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Figure 3-14 Observed pulse-height distribution and best-fit model from undispersed
synchrotron radiation measurements for device w190c3, quadrant B. The data are
an accumulation of 2000 exposures, each with integration time 0.813 s, taken with a
storage ring current of 30 electrons.
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Table 3-6: CCD model parameter fit results from synchrotron radiation measurements

Free Fixed RMS
Chip Si† SiO2‡ Si3N4 Norm♦ Si SiO2 W DD4 Resid. χ2

ν/dof
w190c3 0.259 0.354 0.031 0.999 0.35 0.45 4.1 71.3 2.54% 1.227/875
w190c1 0.261 0.358 0.029 0.993 0.35 0.45 4.1 70.6 2.26% 1.094/916
w103c4 0.291 0.202 0.030 0.947 0.35 0.45 4.1 57.9 3.74% 1.380/1807

Note: All dimensions are in µm. χ2
ν is the reduced χ2 value, where ν is the degrees of freedom.

The first three fixed parameters are the dimensions assumed for the channel stop, where
Si and SiO2 are the thicknesses the p+ implant and oxide, and W is the width.

† Typical 90% confidence limit is ±0.008 µm
‡ Typical 90% confidence limit is ±0.011 µm
♦ Normalization values represent the ratio of the best-fit value to the expected value.

The 90% confidence limits from fitting are 0.005.
4 Depletion depths are determined from a technique developed by Prigozhin et al. (1998)

not understood. The w103c4 data were obtained with the early generation LBOX

detector electronics which provided slower readout, lower gate bias (and hence, lower

depletion depth) and slightly higher noise than the flight-like DEA electronics used

with the other two detectors. The pileup corrections for the two data sets are com-

parable, since the storage ring current was adjusted to compensate for the difference

in frame exposure times. However, the effective exposure time determination (see

§3.2) is less certain for the shorter exposure time. In principle, the normalization

differences could be variations in the valid-event branching ratios of the two devices,

although the relative quantum efficiency measurements discussed below are not con-

sistent with this hypothesis. It should be noted that the w103c4 data were obtained

a year earlier than the the w190c3 and w190c1 data.

It is interesting to compare the best-fit parameters for chips w190c1 and w190c3.

These two CCDs were produced on the same silicon wafer, so they should have similar

gate thicknesses. The differences between the derived thickness for the Si, SiO2, and

Si3N4 layers are well within the statistical errors.
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3.5.3 Spatial Uniformity

Extensive measurements at MIT CSR (Bautz et al. 1998) have shown that the spatial

variation of quantum efficiency, for front-illuminated devices, is quite small (< 2%,

RMS) on scales as small as 0.77 mm2. Because the intensity and shape of the syn-

chrotron spectrum changes over the illuminated detector area, we have not attempted

to constrain the small-scale uniformity of the reference detectors directly from the

synchrotron measurements. On larger scales, however, we confirm that the detector

response is extremely uniform.

Figure 3-15 (top) shows the cumulative intensity map obtained for w190c1 during

the June 1996 user session. The storage ring current was constant at 15 electrons as

each of five subsections of the detector was illuminated during this experiment. The

variation in the vertical direction is real and reflects the variation in the synchrotron

radiation as a function of the opening angle ψ (see Equations 3.1 and 3.2 and Figure 3-

10). The dark vertical gaps are either quadrant boundaries or defective columns. The

mean counting rate is ∼12 events pixel−1. Figure 3-15 (bottom) plots the same data,

but summed in the direction parallel to the quadrant boundaries. The uniformity of

the detector is evident, with the only deviations from linearity being due to boundaries

or bad columns. We note that ACIS flight detectors generally have much higher

cosmetic quality than this reference detector.

Table 3-7 shows the average current-normalized counting rate (cts sec−1 electron−1

ring current), for each quadrant of w190c1 at four different CCD positions. Each po-

sition is labeled by the location of the first row exposed in the measurement (e.g., the

y209 data illuminated rows 209 − 417); the data are normalized by the value mea-

sured at y001. The defective columns have been removed for this analysis. Excepting

the y768/quad D value (a suspect data point given the numerous defective columns

there), the mean of the values in the table is 1.000 and the sample deviation is 0.003.

The expected photon counting errors are of order 0.001 in relative efficiency. These

results demonstrate that the broad-band responsivity of the CCDs in the 0.3− 4 keV

spectral band varies by less than 1% on spatial scales of 5 mm.
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Figure 3-15 PTB/BESSY data for w190c1 (June, 1996). Top: Intensity map of total
counts from a series of five observations illuminating different portions of the detector.
The pattern in the vertical direction reflects the variation in synchrotron radiation
intensity as a function of distance out of the orbital plane. Dark vertical features are
either quadrant boundaries or defective columns. Bottom: Same data shown as above,
summed in the direction parallel to the quadrant boundaries. The only significant
deviations from uniformity are due to the quadrant boundaries or defective columns.
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3.5.4 Preliminary Assessment of Wavelength Shifter Data

The December 19996 user shift at the PTB BESSY laboratory was dedicated to mea-

surements made with the Wavelength Shifter (WLS). With incident radiation well

above 15 keV, it was hoped the measurements would extend the absolute calibration

of the reference standards up to the high energy limit of Chandra. Another goal of this

measurement was to provide an independent determination of the depletion depths.

Unlike the White Light measurements which can only constrain the low energy quan-

tum efficiency which is dominated by the gate thicknesses, the harder spectrum of

the WLS provides photons that easily penetrate the entirity of the depleted silicon,

allowing accurate determination of the depletion depth, and hence, the high energy

quantum efficiency.

Initial analysis of the WLS data reveals two potential problems with the quality of

the data. Reduced data products indicate that the electronics were performing sub-

optimally during half of the measurements. The problems can be simply characterized

as a spatial and temporal variation in the bias levels of the detectors. Although I

explored several techniques to correct for these effects, it is unclear how well they will

work. It was known that the WLS would produce many more photons than the White

Light beam for a given ring current. Anticipating problems with pileup, the storage

ring currents were reduced from typical White Light operating conditions by at least a

factor of two. Unfortunately, the extent that pileup influences high energy spectra has

only recently been fully appreciated. Given the experimental set-up and the manner

in which BESSY data acquired, it may be extremely difficult to accurately correct

for pileup. For example, even if the storage ring current is constant, the beating of

the chopper wheel with the CCD readout time discussed in §3.3.2 leads to different

pileup conditions within any single data set. In fact, initial fitting indicates that the

WLS data has significantly more pileup than the White Light data.
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Table 3-7. Uniformity of w190c1 determined from BESSY
measurements

CCD Position Quad A Quad B Quad C Quad D

y209 0.999 0.997 0.998 1.003
y417 1.003 1.002 1.004 1.008
y625 1.000 1.001 1.002 1.000
y768 0.998 0.996 1.002 0.978

Note. — Average counting rate per quadrant per exposure time
(for ASCA grades 02346) at four positions on device w190c1, relative
to that at CCD position y001. As the storage ring current was 15
electrons for each measurement, no pile-up correction was required for
this uniformity measurement. Defective columns (see Figure3-15) have
been accounted for. Statistical errors for all measurements are 0.001.
These data were acquired with the LBOX electronics in June, 1996.
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3.6 Quantum Efficiency of the Reference De-

tectors

3.6.1 Methodology

At high energies (E > 4 keV) the quantum efficiency (QE) is governed by the thickness

of the depletion region. The depletion region thickness varies, at most, slowly with

position. At low energies (E < 4 keV), the QE is determined by the opacity of

various dead layers comprising the CCD gates and channel stops. Thus, the QE can

be represented by

QE(E) = A(E, ddepl)T dead(E, ~p). (3.8)

The term A(E, ddepl) accounts for the finite thickness of the depletion region and is

of the form

A(E, ddepl) = 1− e−(ddepl/λSi(E)) (3.9)

where λSi(E) is the energy dependent absorption length in silicon and ddepl is the

depletion depth. The term T dead(E, ~p) represents the spatially averaged transmission

through the dead layers of the CCD, including the gate structure and channel stops

(see Figures 4-5 and 4-10). The vector ~p represents the parameters required to describe

the channel stop and the parameters required to describe the gate structure. In

general, T dead(E, ~p) is of the form

T dead(E, ~p) =
∑
i

αi∏
j

e(−di,j/λi,j(E))

 (3.10)

where αi is the fractional area of the ith pixel sub-section and di,j and λi,j(E) are the

the thickness and characteristic absorption length of the jth component of the dead

layer that comprises the ith pixel sub-section.

The most accurate detector models (see Chapter 4) require fifteen parameters for

the gate structure and five for the channel stops. In practice, though, the complicated
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architecture of an X-ray-sensitive CCD can be accurately represented by significant

simplification. One such model is the Slab and Stop model (Gendreau 1995). In this

model, the gate structure reduces to three slabs of Si, Si3N4, and SiO2, as shown

in Figure 3-11. The channel stop reduces to a block of Si and SiO2 with fractional

pixel coverage w (the width of the block divided by pixel dimension). Under these

assumptions, Equation 3.10 becomes

T dead(E, ~p) =

 3∏
gate

e−(d/λ(E))

([1− w] + w

[
2∏

CS

e−(d/λ(E))

])
, (3.11)

where the superscript on the product term indicates the number of constituent ma-

terials used for the gates or channel stops. Thus, the QE of an ACIS device can be

characterized from the eight parameters listed in Table 3-5.

The characteristic absorption length λ(E) at energy E is calculated from the

optical constants of Henke (Henke, Gullikson, & Davis 1993). We supplement the data

near the absorption edges of nitrogen, silicon, and oxygen with measurements made by

Prigozhin et al. (1998a) using thin wafers of exactly the same material as the CCDs.

Due to X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS), the actual optical constants vary

rapidly and deviate significantly from those tabulated by Henke near the absorption

edges. Figure 3-16 (top) shows the absolute quantum efficiencies determined from

the synchrotron data. The higher efficiency of w103c4 is attributable to its relatively

thin gate oxide layer.

3.6.2 Relative Efficiencies of Transfer Standard Detec-

tors

Reference standard detectors w190c3 and w103c4 were calibrated with respect to one

another at MIT CSR using the procedures described above for calibration of the flight

detectors relative to the reference standards. The relative efficiencies so obtained

were compared to the predictions of models derived from the (separate) synchrotron
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Figure 3-16 PTB/BESSY absolute efficiencies vs. MIT CSR relative efficiencies for
reference detectors w190c3 and w103c4.

measurements of these two devices. Results are shown in Figure 3-16 (bottom). The

solid line plots the ratio of the QE of w103c4 to that of w190c3. The points show

the discrete relative measurements made at MIT CSR vs. the expectations from the

synchrotron calibration. Error bars are 0.6% and represent the accuracy with which

relative calibration at MIT can be repeated.

The ratio of the two models agrees quite well with the relative quantum efficiency

data: for the five energies measured at MIT within the BESSY passband, the residuals

(measured ratio minus modeled ratio) have a mean of -0.008 and a standard deviation

of 0.01. Thus the mean is consistent with 0 at the 2-sigma level, provided the standard

deviation is taken to be measure of the random errors in the residuals. The latter

assumption is a good one, given that the errors in the relative quantum efficiency

measurements are thought to have a standard deviation of 0.6%. This result suggests
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that the normalization differences required by the best fits to the synchrotron data

do not result from differences in the response of the detectors. Instead, they suggest

the presence of some as-yet unmodeled effect in the synchrotron measurements.

3.6.3 Uncertainties

We have identified quantitative bounds on systematic measurement errors and on

some kinds of modeling errors. Taken together, these checks furnish confidence that,

for front-illuminated devices, the absolute quantum efficiency errors are smaller than

5% in the 0.3 − 4 keV band. Narrow band efficiency measurements are probably

accurate to better than 1.5%, except at energies in the immediate vicinity of the

characteristic silicon absorption edges.

As discussed earlier, the best-fit flux normalizations for w190c3, w190c1, and

w103c4 are 0.999,0.994, and 0.947, respectively, with uncertainties equal ±0.005 (90%

confidence limits). The large discrepancy from unity for w103c4 is somewhat surpris-

ing, as the largest known deviation (from misidentification of events and background

based on grade discrimination; see §2.3.2) expected is ∼1%. The simpliest view

of these results is that any residual systematic errors in the broad-band quantum

efficiency are under 5%. This interpretation is supported by the gate structure pa-

rameters derived from the best-fit results, which are within 50% of those expected,

given the fabrication process used (see Burke et al. 1994 and Burke et al. 1997 for

details). This agreement confirms the validity and reliability of the Slab and Stop

model. Another important check for the accuracy of the absolute calibration comes

from the relative efficiency measurements made at MIT with an accuracy of better

than 2%.

3.6.4 Model Limitations

The systematics present in the fit residuals, the non-unity RMS values, and the rather

large χ2
ν values indicate limitations in the absolute calibration. At least four distinct
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factors may be contributing to the overall uncertainty. The most obvious of these is

the use of the Slab and Stop model, which ignores gate overlaps and variations in both

the length and width as shown in Figure 3-11. When the penetration length of incident

radiation is sufficiently large, the gates become optically thin (see Equation 3.8) and

the errors becomes negligible. However, immediately above the oxygen and silicon

absorption edges, the penetration length of the X-rays is comparable to the thickness

of the gate structure. It is at these energies that the QE model is most sensitive to

the measured parameters. We note that this is precisely where the largest systematic

deviations from unity occur for the best-fit models.

Related to these uncertainties is the use of the standard Henke absorption coeffi-

cients (Henke, Gullikson, & Davis 1993) in our analysis. Measurements by Prigozhin

et al. (1998a) indicate significant deviations extending for ∼50 eV beyond the ab-

sorption edges of silicon and oxygen. While the spectral resolution of the detector

tends to smooth the fine structure, we have not yet established the magnitude of error

introduced by neglect of fine structure.

Another source of error is our use of a phenomenological representation of the

spectral redistribution function in the analysis of synchrotron radiation data. The

response to a monochromatic input is modeled as the sum of several Gaussians plus

a phenomenological low-energy tail. A better, physically-grounded model of the re-

distribution function is now available (Prigozhin et al. 2000), but has not yet been

used to analyze the synchrotron data.

Finally, the channel stop parameter values used in the fits have not been measured

directly for any of the reference detectors. Although great effort has been undertaken

to develop an accurate method to measure these parameters (and is, in fact, the

entire topic of the following Chapter of this thesis), these techniques have not yet

been applied to the reference detectors. It is hoped that mesh measurements can be

made on at least one of the reference detectors.
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